Abstract. The Repere challenge is a project aiming at the evaluation of systems for supervised and unsupervised multimodal recognition of people in TV broadcast. In this paper, we describe, evaluate and discuss QCompere consortium submissions to the 2012 Repere evaluation campaign dry-run. Speaker identification (and face recognition) can be greatly improved when combined with name detection through video optical character recognition. Moreover, we show that unsupervised multimodal person recognition systems can achieve performance nearly as good as supervised monomodal ones (with several hundreds of identity models).
Introduction
Over the years, a growing amount of multimedia data has been produced and made available, fostering the need for automatic processing systems allowing efficient search into multimedia archives.
Person recognition is one of the main keys for structuring a video document. Face recognition in images or videos [1] and speaker identification in audio [2] are already very active research fields in this domain.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the Repere challenge 1 aims at gathering four communities (face recognition, speaker identification, optical character recognition and named entity detection) towards the same goal: multimodal person recognition in TV broadcast. It takes the form of an annual evaluation campaign and debriefing workshop. In this paper we describe QCompere consortium submissions to the 2012 Repere evaluation campaign dry-run. The Repere corpus and evaluation protocol is described in Section 2. Mono-modal person recognition components are introduced in Section 3, while Section 4 is dedicated to their supervised and unsupervised combination. Finally, results are reported and discussed in Section 5.
The REPERE Challenge
The Repere evaluation campaign dry-run was organized in January 2012. We first describe the corresponding Repere corpus which is meant to be extended throughout the duration of the project, with a final total of 60 hours of annotated videos. Then, the main tasks and the corresponding evaluation metric are quickly summarized.
Corpus
The 2012 Repere corpus contains a total of 6 hours of annotated videos recorded from 2 French TV channels (BFMTV and LCP) and 7 different TV shows (TV news and talk shows). It is divided into development and test sets (3 hours each). Annotations are provided for four main modalities:
Speaker. Each speech turn is described with its start and end timestamps and the normalized speaker identity (e.g. Nicolas SARKOZY). Head. Each head track is described with its appearance and disappearance timestamps and the associated normalized identity.
Written. Every overlaid text box is transcribed with its appearance and disappearance timestamps and written person names are tagged with the normalized identity. Spoken. Each speech turn is transcribed and spoken person names are tagged with the normalized identity (e.g. Barack OBAMA).
People whose identity cannot be infered from the rest of the video (and who are not famous people) are tagged as such in a consistent way (e.g. Unknown 1 = Unknown 2). Moreover, a set F of video frames was sampled (one every 10 seconds on average) and annotated more precisely with the position of each face and overlaid text bounding boxes.
Main Tasks
The main objective of the Repere challenge is to answer the two following questions at any instant of the video:
"who is speaking?" "who is seen?"
While the former question can be seen as the usual speaker diarization and tracking problem, the latter cannot be reduced to basic face recognition. As a matter of fact, a person who is seen from the back must also be recognized if a human could infer his/her identity from the context. In the context of the REPERE challenge, we distinguish mono-and multimodal conditions as well as supervised and unsupervised person identification.
In the mono-modal case, only the raw acoustic signal can be used to detect and identify speakers (using its automatic transcription is not allowed). Similarly, visual person recognition cannot rely on name detection in overlaid text, for instance. On the other hand, in the multi-modal case, any of the four modalities (speaker, head, written or spoken) can be used to answer both questions.
In the supervised case, any previously trained identity model can be used to recognize a person. However, these models are strictly forbidden in the unsupervised conditions: person names can only be inferred from the written and spoken modalities. Therefore, any unsupervised method is -by designmulti-modal.
Estimated Global Error Rate
Though the whole test set is processed, evaluation is only performed on the annotated frames F . For each frame f , let us denote #total(f ) the number of persons in the reference. The hypothesis proposed by an automatic system can make three types of errors:
False Alarms (#fa) when it contains more persons than there actually are in the reference. Missed Detections (#miss) when it contains less persons than there actually are in the reference.
Confusion (#conf) when the detected identity is wrong. For evaluation purposes, and because unknown people cannot -by definition -be recognized in any way, they are excluded from the scoring.
The Estimated Global Error Rate (EGER) is defined by:
Monomodal Components

Who Is Speaking?
Speaker diarization is the process of partitioning the audio stream into homogeneous clusters without prior knowledge of the speaker voices. Our system SD relies on two steps: agglomerative clustering based on the BIC criterion to provide pure clusters followed by a second clustering stage using more complex models and cross-likelihood ratio (CLR) as distance between clusters [3] .
S2 S1 SD
Unsupervised speaker diarization is followed by a cluster-wise speaker identification. We implemented two systems [4] . The GSV-SVM system S1 uses the supervector made of the concatenation of the UBM-adapted GMM means to train one Support Vector Machine classifier per speaker. Our baseline system S2 follows the standard GMM-UBM paradigm. For both systems, each cluster is scored against all gender-matching speaker models, and the best scoring model is chosen if its score is higher than the decision threshold.
Three data sources were used for training 535 different speaker models in our experiments: the Repere development set, the ETAPE 2 evaluation data and French radio data annotated into politicians speaking times.
Who Is Seen?
Figure below summarizes how our two submissions to the monomodal face recognition Repere task are built and differ from each other.
Face detection and tracking is achieved using a detector-based face tracker in a particle-filter framework [5] . Face tracks are first initialized by scanning the first frame of every shot, and the subsequent fifth frame, using frontal, half-profile
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and profile face detectors -making face detection independent of the initial pose. Tracking is performed in an online manner, using the state of the previous frame to infer the location and head pose of the faces in the current frame. Head pose is explicitly incorporated in the continuous tracked state (alongside face position and size) as the head yaw-angle. A total of 11 yaw-angle-dependent face detectors are combined to score each particle of a track.
Features used in H1 are based on a local appearance-based approach [6] . Each face is normalized to a canonical pose and size and then split into 8×8 blocks. The top five Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients are stored for each block. For recognition, one-vs-all second order polynomial kernel SVMs are trained for each person in the development set. Normalized classification scores are then accumulated over each track to obtain face identity scores in the range from 0 to 1.
In H2 approach, nine facial points located around the eyes, nose and mouth are automatically detected [7] . Each of them is described by a 490-dimensional HOG descriptor [8] , yielding a 4410-dimensional feature vector per face. Logistic discriminant metric learning [9] is then used to project this vector into a 200-dimensional feature vector space where the 2 distance is combined with a nearest neighbor classifier for face recognition.
Alongside these supervised face recognition approaches, a face clustering system HC is also implemented for later use in multimodal unsupervised face recognition. It uses DCT-based descriptors from H1. Seven representative face samples are extracted from each face track using k-means algorithm. Then, hierarchical agglomerative clustering is performed until the elbow point of the distortion curve is reached -in order to get pure clusters.
Whose Name Is Written?
As illustrated in Figure 1 , voice and appearance are not the only sources of information available to identify a person on TV. Hence, guests or reporters are sometimes introduced to the viewer using overlaid text containing their name.
A video OCR system was designed to automatically extract this information, which is especially useful in an unsupervised framework [10] . Overlaid text boxes are first detected using a coarse-to-fine approach with temporal tracking. Then, Google Tesseract open-source OCR system provides one transcription for every corresponding frames. They are finally combined to produce one single better transcription for each text box.
Using the shows from the development set and a list of famous people names extracted from Wikipedia, we were also able to extract the positions most likely used by each type of show to introduce a person. Only the detected names at these positions are used in later fusion.
Whose Name Is Pronounced?
Person names are also often pronounced by the anchor or other guests -providing a fourth source of information to identify them. Though we could not integrate this information in the final system in time for the first campaign, we did develop a system aiming at extracting these names.
First, a state-of-the-art speech-to-text system (STT) based on statistical modeling techniques [11] is used to automatically obtain the speech transcription. Then, a named entity recognition system NE [12] automatically detects several kind of named entities in the STT output, including the <pers> entity that is of interest in this work. It has a tree structure that is summarized in Figure 2 .
Fig. 2. Structured person entity
For precision concerns, we only detect <pers> entities for which both a first name and a last name are available (regardless of their order) -thus leaving room for great future improvement.
Multimodal Fusion
Once all monomodal components have been run on a video, their outputs can be combined to improve the overall person recognition performance. Figure 3 draws up their list, along with two slightly modified versions of OCR: extended to the whole speech turns (OCR + ) or speaker diarization clusters (OCR * ).
Supervised Person Recognition
Since each modality relies on its own temporal segmentation, the first step consists in aligning the various timelines onto the finest common segmentation. The final decision is taken at this segmentation granularity. For each resulting segment S, a list of possible identities is built based on the output of all modalities. For each hypothesis identity P, a set of features is extracted:
-Does the name of P appear in OCR? in OCR + ? in OCR * ? -Duration of appearance of the name of P in OCR + , in OCR * . -Duration of appearance of any name in OCR + , in OCR * . -Their ratio.
-Speaker recognition scores for identity P provided by S1 and S2.
-Their difference to the best scores of any other identity. -Is P the most likely identity according to S1 or S2? -Do the gender of P and the detected gender of the speaker cluster match?
Two additional features were added for face recognition:
-Face recognition scores for identity P provided by H1 and H2.
-Is P the most likely identity according to H1 or H2?
Based on these features, we trained several classifiers using Weka 3 to answer to the following question:
"is P speaking (or seen) for the duration of S?"
Since these features can be either boolean or (unbounded) float, several classifiers insensitive to numerical types were used. As shown in Table 1 , the best classifier for each task was selected using 2-fold cross-validation on the development set. The best performance was obtained using multi-layer perceptron for speaker identification and random forest for its face counterpart. The identity with the highest score is selected for the speaker task and the N -best hypotheses for the head task -where N is the number of detected heads.
Unsupervised Person Recognition
As stated in Section 2, the Repere challenge also includes an unsupervised track, for which no previously trained identity model can be used to perform person recognition. Hence, none of S1, S2, H1 and H2 systems can be used for people identification in these conditions, as they all rely on trained identity models. Both our unsupervised person identification systems Su (for speaker) and Hu (for head) rely on a similar 3-steps approach that can be schematized as follows: . . , n M }. Finally, each person cluster (speaker or face) k is renamed after the name n with the largest co-occurrence duration C kn . In case a cluster has no co-occurring name, its tag is set to Unknown:
Note that this approach can lead to the propagation of one name n to multiple clusters. It does not blindly trust the speaker diarization or face clustering systems. In particular, it assumes that they may produce over-segmented clusters (for instance, split speech turns from one speaker into two or more clusters) that can be merged afterwards. Table 2 summarizes the performance of both mono-and multi-modal approaches, as well as of the unsupervised ones. As expected, S1 (based on GSV-SVM) brings significant improvement (−3.3% EGER) over the simpler system S2 (based on GMM/UBM) for mono-modal speaker recognition. Why mono-modal speaker approaches (EGER ≈ 50%) work much better than their head counterpart (EGER ≈ 80%) can be explained by looking at Table 3 . Indeed, only one third of known persons in test set actually had a previously trained head model (vs. 49% for speaker recognition). Even an oracle capable of correctly identifying any previously modeled person (from the development set) could not reach better performance than 50% for head-based people recognition. One of the most interesting contribution of this paper is the improvement brought by multi-modal fusion of the written modality with speaker and head ones: around 20% absolute EGER decrease for both of them (Ss vs. S1, and Hs vs. H1).
Results
Finally, the other major result highlighted in this paper is that multi-modal unsupervised person recognition can achieve performance as good as monomodal supervised approaches (Su vs. S1 and Hu vs. H1). Yet, Table 4 shows that one can expect much better performance from Su and Hu. An oracle capable of giving the correct name to a person -as long as his/her name appears at least once during the show -can indeed reach around 42% (respectively 32%) EGER, when relying on perfect speaker diarization (resp. head clustering) and perfect written name detection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described, evaluated and discussed QCompere consortium submissions to the 2012 Repere evaluation campaign dry-run. We showed that speaker identification (and face recognition) can be greatly improved when combined with name detection through video optical character recognition; and that unsupervised multimodal person recognition systems can achieve performance nearly as good as supervised monomodal ones.
Yet, there is plenty of room for improvement -in particular for our face recognition algorithms that showed their limits on this particular type of videos.
Moreover, the spoken modality has not yet been added to the game. It might indeed be very useful, especially in the unsupervised conditions: talk-show anchors, for instance, tend to introduce their guest by pronouncing their name. These are issues we will address for next year Repere evaluation campaign.
